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ABSTRACT 

We present first results on the performance of a CCD based silicon vertex detector 
operated in 1992 in the SLC Large Detector (SLD) at the SLAC Linear Collider 
(SLC). A sample of 11K polarised Z” decays have been analystd. Results on op- 
erational experience, alignment techniques, beam and detector backgrounds, and 
mechanical and thermal stability are presented. In conjunction with the central 
drift chamber, we present data on tracking and vtrttring efficiency, and impact 
resolution for Z” events. 
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‘1. Introduction 
The SLC is an excellent environment to study the decay of heavy particles 

with lifetimes on the order of lo-l3 - lo-l2 seconds, due to the small transverse 
size of the interaction point (M 2 pm), and the beam pipe radius (25 mm). To fully 
exploit these studies, we have built a CCD-based Vertex Detector (VXD), which 
gives excellent 3dimensional track resolutions. Unlike silicon strip detectors, this 
device gives comparable resolutions along both axes in the plane of the detector. 
Also, in contrast to cross stips, there are no combinatoric ambiguities, so higher 
track densities and backgrounds can be tolerated and pattern recognition is more 
effective. 

As described in previous publications, lv2 the VXD consists of 480 charge 
coupled devices (CCDs) installed around the beam pipe. A CCD contains M 400 x 
600 pixels, each of size 22 x 22 pm, and has an active area of 8.5 x 12.7 mm2. Eight 
CCDs are wire-bonded to an alumina mother board of thickness 250 pm to create 
a CCD “ladder” with an active area of about 8.5 x 100 mm2. These ladders are 
arranged in four coaxial cylindrical layers, located at nominal radii of 29.5, 33.5, 
37.5, and 41.5 mm around the beam pipe. The inner (outer) two layers contain 
13 (17) ladd ers each. The ladders are mounted in two half cylindrical beryllium 
support structures with spring-loaded fixtures. During construction, the relative 
locations of all CCDs on a single ladder were optically surveyed with an accuracy 
of 5 pm at the operating temperature of -80°C. The location of CCDs on different 
ladders was optically surveyed to M 10 ~1. Each ladder extends to approximately 
f4.6 cm along the direction of the.beam axis. The inner (outer) layer subtends a 
range of 1 cos 01 < .85 (< .75). The VXD covers about 75% of 47r. A 
vertex detector is shown in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1: Artid% drawing of the SLD Vertet Detector 

The CCDs are surrounded by a foam cryostat and are cooled by flowing N2 
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gas through the detector. Cooling the detector suppresses dark currents and the 
loss of CCD charge transfer efficiency from radiation damage. Electronic readout is 

‘. accomplished by clocking the CCD charge to an output node at 1.85 MHz. All CCDs 
are read out in parallel, continuously. Total readout time is 160 ms corresponding 

.^ to 19 beam crossings. This slow readout does not impose any dead time, but does 

: ._ increase the background in the VXD by the corresponding factor. The increased 
-- background does not, however, present a serious problem due to the very high 

granularity of the detector. 

2. Pattern Recognition 

Charged particles traversing the VXD and central drift chamber (CDC) are 
first identified as tracks in the CDC. Two methods are used to associate the CDC 
tracks with hits in the VXD. For both methods, the CDC track parameters are 
extrapolated back to the VXD and an elliptical search area for VXD hits, dependent 
on momentum, is established. In the first method, the tracks are constrained to go 
through the nominal interaction point, while in the second method no constraint is 
imposed. Typically, this “primary”. search area ranges from about 5-25 mm along 
the direction of the beam axis (2 direction), and from 0.5-4 mm perpendicular to 
both the beam and the radial direction (R-4 direction). Candidate hits in the search 
area are included in a new track fit, and a “secondary” search is made to find other 
hits at smaller radii which link with the CDC track and the first candidate hit. This 
secondary hit search area is usually limited to a few hundred pm in both the 2 and 
R-4 directions. A fit is then performed for all track candidates with two or more 
VXD hits at different radii. Tracks with good x2 are retained. 

3. Operational Experience 

The SLD vertex detector was installed and commissioned in April 1992. 
Altogether, 94% of the 480 channels have proven to be functional and reliable; 
4% have electronics problems and give no charge read out; 2% have intermittent 
electronic problems. 

Backgrounds in the detector come predominately from X-ray conversions 
and up-stream tracks parallel to the beam pipe axis. The X-ray hits deposit many 
times minimum ionizing energies. The parallel track backgrounds are suppressed by 
deleting clusters having a large number of hit pixels. Electronic noise is minimal, 
less than 1 hit/CCD for each event. All backgrounds add up to less than .Ol% 
occupancy in the detector. Monte Carlo studies indicate that the effect of these 
backgrounds is to cause about 4% of the CDC tracks with p < 1 GeV/c to have 
incorrect clusters associated with them in the VXD. For tracks with p > 1 GeV/c, 
this number decreases to < 0.5%. 

To achieve a global spatial resolution of 10 pm, the results from the optical 
#survey were refined by using CDC tracks linked to 2 3 VXD hits. Minimizing the 
residuals and correlations on these three point tracks allows small corrections to be 
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made to the survey whose accuracy is reflected in the track spatial resolutions (see 
section 5). The temporal and thermal stability of the VXD location with respect to 
the CDC is checked by monitoring capacitive probes and precision potentiometers 
attached to the detector. These measurements show that the VXD location is 

. 

constant to f5 pm in the transverse direction. 

- .1 I 4. Cluster Finding and Track Linking Efhiencies -- 
The efficiency for collecting charge on the CCDs and forming a VXD clus- 

ter, or hit, is determined using CDC tracks with p > 1 GeV/c. These tracks are 
constrained to go through the primary interaction point. The constrained tracks 
are extrapolated to each of the four layers and a search for nearby clusters is made 
where the track intersects an active CCD. The CCDs along the extrapolated track 
are considered to be inefficient if no two clusters coincidently fit to the track. Back- 
ground subtraction is done by repeating this procedure with tracks from one Z” 
event and CCD hits from a different Z” event. The efficiency for finding clusters 
from charged tracks is measured to be 99 f 1%. 

The efficiency for linking VXD points with CDC tracks is measured using 
CDC tracks with p > 1 GeV/ c which extrapolate to within 1 cm in Z and 2 mm in 
XY from the primary interaction point, where XY is the plane perpendicular to the 
beam axis. In regions where all the CCDs are active, 96% are linked (Figure 2). 
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FIGURE 2: Emnq for linking CDC tmcL with VXD hits. The pointr are from data and the 
hiatogmm is from Monte Carlo. 
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5. Spatial Resolutions and Impact Parameters 

The tracking spatial resolution is measured using CDC tracks with three hits 
in the VXD. A fit is made to the track using only the VXD hits at the minimum 
and maximum radii. The residual between the third hit and the fitted track have 

‘.^ widths fi times the single CCD tracking precision, plus additional effects due to 
1 ._ survey errors. When two of the three hits are on the same ladder, a single CCD 

-- spatial resolution of 5 pm in the XY plane and 8 pm in the RZ plane is measured 
(Figure 3). When all three hits are on different ladders, the global spatial resolution 
is measured to be 10 pm in XY and 8 pm in RZ. There are still long range geometric 
distortions which, when corrected for, should decrease these numbers. 
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FIGURE 3: Trcrcking precision as determined by single ladder residuals in the a) R-4 plane and b) 
R-Z plane. Lines are Gaussian fits. 

The two track impact parameter has been measured for high momentum 
tracks using muon pairs from Z” decays. The tracks are extrapolated to the point 
of closest approach to the nominal interaction point and the distance between them 
is computed. Gaussian fits give single track resolutions of 13 pm in XY, and 52 pm 
in RZ (Figure 4). When a term for multiple scattering is included, the error on the 
impact parameter for tracks pependicular to the beam line can be approximated by 

q,(xy)= Jm and ub(RZ)= J522+oz , 
where q, is in microns, p is the track momentum in GeV/c. 
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FIGURE 4: ub for high momentum tracb as determined by the muon pair missed distance in the 
a) R-4 plane, and the b) R-Z plane. Lines are Gawsian fits. 
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